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The macroeconomic environment of the PRC economy has been

improved with the substantial progress in the country’s efforts to

join the World Trade Organization, the campaign for hosting

the 2008 Olympic Games by the Beijing government and the broadening

of the spectrum of bank lending activities. As a result, there were

signs of recovery in various property sectors.
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I am pleased to present to our shareholders the annual report of

Beijing North Star Company Limited (the “Company”) and its

subsidiaries (collectively the “Group”) for the year ended 31st

December, 2000.

Operating Results

The Group’s profit after taxation and minority interests for the year

ended 31st December, 2000 amounted to Rmb158,443,000.

BUSINESS REVIEW

Investment Properties

In 2000, the property market in Beijing was basically unchanged

and was sti l l  plagued with oversupply. However, the

macroeconomic environment of the PRC economy has been

improved with the substantial progress in the country’s efforts to

join the World Trade Organization (“WTO”), the campaign for

hosting the 2008 Olympic Games by the Beijing government and
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the broadening of the spectrum of bank lending activities. As a

result, there were signs of recovery in various property sectors. With

these in view, the Group continued its strategy of reacting to

market changes so to maximize its economic returns. It has

reshuffled its property holdings in a timely manner after in-depth

market analysis. In addition, the Group has also gradually expanded

its market share by positioning its property holdings at the right

niche of the market via the support of flexible marketing strategies

and unique management services. All these efforts helped maintain

the competitive edge of the Group’s property holdings in the

investment property market in Beijing.

In view of the declining rental and occupancy rates of Beijing

apartments, Hui Yuan Apartment and Hui Yuan International

Apartment adopted several measures to maintain their market

share and improve occupancy rates by retaining and attracting

more tenants of long-term contracts. Profit margin was enhanced

by retaining sitting tenants of long-term contracts, attracting more

customers for business stay and promoting the use of conference

facilities. Meanwhile, optimum rental rates were arrived at

according to different occupancy rates and target tenants. With

these measures in place, rental income of well-received flats further

increased, and the slow-moving stocks started to sell well.

Occupancy rates for the two apartments reached 69% and 68%

respectively for the year, substantially higher than that of same

grade apartments in Beijing. During the year, there was a

remarkable decline in the number of large-scale international

conventions held in Beijing. Against this backdrop, Beijing

International Convention Centre actively explored markets of trade

exhibitions and small-to-medium scale conventions. Well over 400

conventions and exhibitions were held in the centre for the year,
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breaking its past record. Besides, to cope with changes in the office

sector, aggressive efforts were taken in adjusting the sales and

marketing strategy to attract new tenants. An average occupancy

rate of 97% was achieved as a result. Indeed, the occupancy rate

even reached 100% during the four months of July, August,

November and December. As for Hui Bin Offices, all the units have

been connected to the Broadband Multimedia Integrated

Information Network in the Asian Games Village. Using this selling

point to attract network companies, a higher-than-average

occupancy rate of 91% was achieved. With its east wing still under

redevelopment, Beijing Continental Grand Hotel adjusted its

customer base by lifting the percentage of short stays at the

expense of group stays. Following such efforts, both the occupancy

and rental rates were raised.

Property Management Companies

Beijing Xin Cheng Property Management Company Limited and

Beijing Xin He Property Management Company Limited were set up

last year by the Group to consolidate its property management

business in order to cope with the demand for property

management in Beijing. Capitalizing on the extensive experience in

the provision of quality property management services, the two

companies, with a brief operating history of less than two years,

successfully established the Group’s image as a quality property

management company in medium to high-end sectors and the

residential sector in Beijing and managed to achieve rather

satisfactory performance. In particular, Xin Cheng Property

Management Company, working under its motto of “Providing

services in a people-oriented and trustworthy manner”,  has won

the recognition from owners and tenants. Moreover, the properties

under its management were already certified as “Residential estate
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Hui Yuan Apartment

(buildings) with excellent management service in Beijing”. The

company was also actively exploring opportunities in the

secondary property market. Meanwhile, the properties under the

management of Xin He Property Management Company were also

certified as “Residential estate (buildings) with excellent

management service in Beijing”.  During the year, the company has

also successfully secured a number of property management

contracts through external bidding market.

In the year 2000, the Group renovated the Garden at the Asian

Games Village Centre where tiles were relaid for the pedestrian

paths to cope with operating needs. Lobbies and common areas for

International Apartment (�� ! ) Blocks D, E, G and H also

underwent renovation. In view of long term development, Hui Yuan

Apartment Block A has been redeveloped into a hotel to

accommodate customers for short stay. Property repositioning and

restructuring of the property portfolio were successfully adopted.

These helped improve the overall design and quality of the Asian

Games Village. These new selling points also helped strengthen the

competitive edge of this investment property.

Development Properties

During 2000, the major development property projects have been

completed as scheduled. Furnishing works for Hui Xin Apartment

and Hui Xin Office came to the final stage in July and August

respectively. The units have been put on the market for sale and

lease. As a high-end property complex in the business centre of the
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Garden at the Asian Games Village Centre

Asian Games Village, sales of Hui Xin Apartment was under smooth

progress owing to its unique location and fine environment. Up to

now, 57% of the units in the Hui Xin Apartment was sold and the

rental rate for Hui Xin office is also on the increase.

The first batch houses no. 1-8 of Green Garden have been delivered

to buyers. Houses no. 1, 2, 5 and 6 of Green Garden have been put

under the management of Beijing Xin Cheng Property

Management Company. Against the severe competition from

economical residential properties and low-priced residential units,

Green Garden formulated an integrated marketing and promotion

campaign with the support of an appointed professional sales and

marketing company. Brand awareness and buying interests were

enhanced. Currently, 63% of the units has been sold.
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